Fayetteville State University
Faculty Senate 2008-2009
Tentative Membership as of 7/22/08

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES

Abdelmajid, Kassem (Natural Science)
Akbay, Cevdet (Natural Science) Darnell, Michelle (Gov’t & History)
Autrey, Daniel (Natural Science) Dilday, Chet (Social Work)
Barlow, Melissa (Criminal Justice) Frobish, Todd (Perform & Fine Arts)
Breitzer, Jonathan (Natural Science) Hernandez-Hinek, Socorro (PFA)
Chan, Albert (Math) Johnson, Oliver (Social Work)
Gill, Stephen (Psychology) Martin, Soni (Perform & Fine Arts)
Goins, Sandra (Nursing) Mongkuo, Maurice (Gov’t & History)
Hackett, Marian (Nursing) Orban, Maria (English & FL)
Han, Shubo (Natural Science) O’Shea, Michael (English & FL)
? Jones, Clara (Psychology) Peacock, Jane (English & FL)
Mattox, John (Natural Science) Radford-Curry, Blanche (Gov’t & His)
? Montoya, Daniel (Psychology) Swinford, Dean (English & FL)
? Nickolov, Radoslave (Math & Comp. Science) White-Oyler, Dianne (Gov’t & Hist)
? Okojie, Raphael (Math & Comp Science) Griffiths, Heather (Sociology)
Taylor, Angela (Criminal Justice) Klomegah, Roger (Sociology)
Hilton, Doreen (Psychology)
Twum, Maxwell (Psychology)
Bhattacharya, S. (Mathematics & Computer Science)
Jing, Wu (Mathematics & Computer Science)
Milanov, V. (Mathematics & Computer Science)
Nani, F. (Mathematics & Computer Science)
Senaratne, D(Mathematics & Computer Science)
Wu, Bing (Mathematics & Computer Science)

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS & SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

ECONOMICS

Davis, Garestine (Accounting) Barringer-Brown, Charletta (Middle Grades)

Ellis, Richard (Marketing & Business) Heastie, Sam (Ed Leadership)

Miah, Fazlul (Managerial Economics) Elliott, Gloria (Phys Ed & Health)

Truong, Dothan (Management) Wilson-Jones, Linda (Ed Leadership)

Okhomina, Don (Management) Sheppard, Derwin (Physical Education)

Wang, Dong (Math & Computer Science) Charles, Kelly (Middle Grades)

Williams, Thomas GE (Mang. Ec)

Wood, Paula (Marketing & Business)

Lee, Baeyong (Managerial Economics & Finance)